AGENDA
CITY OF LARAMIE, WYOMING
CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION
(VIA ZOOM MEETING)

CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 406 IVINSON AVE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2022, 6:00 PM

City Council Meetings are open to the public. Council Chambers seating is unavailable at this time due to
social distancing. We encourage the use of the following tools to participate: watch live meetings on
YouTube Live Feed (www.youtube.com/cityofaramie/live), Cable Channel 191, or Zoom Webinar- Meeting
ID: 842 8845 2851 Passcode: 693244 via internet, app, or telephone 1(669)900-9128. Public comments during
the meeting can be provided via Zoom meeting. Public comments may also be submitted via email:
council@cityoflaramie.org. Please email: clerk@cityoflaramie.org to request to make public comment during
speaking time by no later than 3:00 pm on the day the meeting is to occur. Position of speaking will be
assigned by lottery. Requests for accommodations from persons with disabilities must be made to the City
Manager's Office 24 hours in advance of a meeting.
Please be advised no additional agenda item will be introduced at a Regular City Council meeting after the
hour of 9:30 pm, unless the majority of the City Council members present vote to extend the meeting.
Public comment is limited to three (3) minutes per speaker. Written public comment shall be submitted to
the City Clerk for dissemination and retention for official City records, or submitted to the City Council
through electronic correspondence at council@cityoflaramie.org. Full text available in Council Rules of
Procedure and Code of Conduct 4.02 and Appendix B and C.
Written materials relative to an agenda item shall be submitted six (6) days in advance of the meeting

(sooner if there are holidays prior to the meeting) in order that copies may be included with the
agenda and to give the council an opportunity to review the material in advance of the appearance.
Zoom Link:https://cityoflaramie.zoom.us/j/84288452851?pwd=VVhpU1R5L2xZb0s4NmpQVTczNEdoUT09
1. WORK SESSION
2. Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items (Aggregate time limit 30 minutes)

(Limited to three (3) minutes per speaker.)
3. WORK SESSION: Laramie Recreation Center Facility Performance Analysis

[Feezer, ACM; Guerin, Recreation Manager]
Documents:
Cover Sheet Facility Performance Analysis.pdf
Laramie Facility Performance Analysis Report final.pdf
BRS Report LCRC 2022.02.22 reduced.pdf

Documents:
Cover Sheet Facility Performance Analysis.pdf
Laramie Facility Performance Analysis Report final.pdf
BRS Report LCRC 2022.02.22 reduced.pdf
3.A. Public Comments
(Please observe the time limit of three (3) minutes per speaker.)
4. WORK SESSION: Trailer and RV Regulations for Parking on Streets

[Jordan, CM]
Documents:
Cover Sheet Trailer_RV Regulations 2-22-22.pdf
4.A. Public Comments
(Please observe the time limit of three (3) minutes per speaker.)
5. City Council Updates/Council Comments
6. Agenda Review
Documents:
March 1 2022 Draft (1).pdf

CITY OF LARAMIE COUNCIL WORK SESSION

February 22, 2022

Agenda Item: Presentation
Title
Presentation of Laramie Recreation Center Facility Performance Analysis
Recommended Council MOTION:
NA

Administrative or Policy Goal:
To evaluate and update the operating proforma conducted for the Laramie Community Recreation Center
and implement changes recommended through the Facility Performance Analysis.

Background:
Prior to the pandemic, Recreation staff were considering fee adjustments to ensure operational cost
recovery and had anticipated some increased fees and potential new benefits for memberships. After
adjusting operations during the pandemic and trying to sort out our financial performance it seemed
appropriate to seek the feedback of an outside organization with experience in a wider range of markets.
Barker, Rinker, Seacat worked with staff to review the previous operating proforma, the Laramie
Community Recreation Center performance prior to the pandemic, as well as during the recovery. We
surveyed our patrons and the community and have gathered all of the results in this report which will
become the guiding document for our operations for an estimated 5-10 years.
The presentation from Barker Rinker Seacat will provide an overview of the review methodology, analysis
and recommended changes. After gaining feedback from the Council, we anticipate adjusting some facility
policies, operational systems and fees to conform to their recommendations. These changes will be
reflected in the update to our Master Fee Schedule.

Legal/Statutory Authority:
NA

BUDGET/FISCAL INFORMATION:
REVENUE
Source
Fees/Charges for Service
Grants for Projects
Loans on Project
Other
Total

Amount

Type

$0.00

EXPENSE
Proposed Project Cost.
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Project Budget
Amount
Funds
Project Cost
Loans on Project
Grants for Project
Other/Outside Projects
City's Amount
$0.00
Contingency
0%
$0.00
Total Amount
$0.00
Amount spent to date (approved and adopted by Council)
Budget
Amount
Funds
Total Budget Allocation
Less Amount Spent to Date
Remainder of Budget
$0.00
Proposed Cost (Approval of this item authorizes preparation of a budget revision for the proposed
amount)
Expenditures
Amount
Fund
Proposed Expenditure
Current Budget
Additional Amount Requested
Total Proposed Budget
$0.00

Responsible Staff:
Jodi Guerin, Recreation Manager

Future dates are subject to change
Work Session
Advertised
Public Hearing (PH) Held
PH Advertised
Introduction/1st Reading
2nd Reading
3rd Reading

Attachments:
Facility Performance Analysis
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Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.
Click here to enter a date.

LARAMIE RECREATION CENTER
FACILITY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION
The Laramie Community Recreation Center (LCRC) provides
health, wellness and social engagement opportunities to residents
of, and visitors to, Wyoming’s third-largest city. The center
opened in 2004 - the culmination of a multi-year grassroots effort
and successful passage of a ballot initiative. Surrounded by
abundant outdoor recreation activities, the 69,500-s.f. center is
the hub of indoor activities and a destination for the Gem City of
the Plains.
The recreation center includes a robust aquatics program with
lap and leisure water and a seasonal outdoor pool; gymnasium
for court sports; circuit weights/cardio equipment area, group
exercise, fitness studios and a walk/jog track for those who
want to work out; and a steam room and dry sauna for relaxing
afterward. LCRC is located on a 25-acre campus located at the
corner of Garfield Street and Boulder Drive.
The LCRC is approaching its 20th year in operation. The goal
of this study is to provide a synergistic analysis, combining
both a facility design critique and an operating and utilization
performance review to identify areas of improvement for the
customer experience and the facility’s long-term sustainability.
To kick off this project, BRS spoke with city leadership via
conference call to explain the necessary steps of the performance
review and to get their feedback regarding expectations of the
project process. Next, BRS requested information to gain a better
understanding of LCRC operations, facility layout and program
participation for the three years before COVID-19. Due to a
variation in the registration software, program participation data
reflective of this timeframe was limited.

responses. Key findings from the survey are included in this
report; full survey results can be obtained from the Recreation
Manager.
BRS analyzed all provided data to understand the building’s
utilization, and then met with an Executive Team and staff on-site
at LCRC. This meeting was an open and honest discussion with
the purpose of answering two primary questions:
1.

What’s working well when it comes to the design,
function and utilization of their areas of responsibility?

2.

What’s not working well when it comes to the design,
function and utilization of their areas of responsibility?

BRS staff accompanied LCRC staff on a room-by-room tour of the
facility to listen to the answers to the above two questions and
understand what’s working and what isn’t. During discussions,
LCRC staff identified the top issues facing their specific areas
of responsibility. Following the on-site visit, BRS created
recommendations to address the top issues and improve
utilization as well as any other areas of focus.
In addition to meeting with center staff, BRS also met with an
Executive Team which included members of City Council, City
Manager, Parks and Recreation Department Managers and
Advisory Board members to discuss the project process, initial
findings and seek input on improvement priorities. This group also
worked collaboratively to articulate renewed aims for the facility.
The following report is a detailed description of the Laramie
Recreation Center Performance Analysis.

BRS received detailed revenue and expense reports, policies
and a building plan. Additionally, LCRC staff conducted an online
survey in June 2021. The survey was emailed to everyone in the
registration software database and promoted at the center. It was
open for approximately three weeks and received 574 completed
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SECTION II

DESIGN EVALUATION
FINDINGS PROCESS
BRS met with each division of the LCRC staff to discuss center operations. BRS asked
staff to identify both what is and isn’t working well when it comes to the design, function,
program, and utilization of their areas of responsibility. Specifically, staff was asked to
evaluate the impact of their operations in regards to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Location in building, size, relationship to other areas, FF&E (furniture/fixtures/
equipment)
Floor, wall and ceiling materials
Lighting and mechanical systems
Staff requirements/needs, ongoing maintenance
Customer feedback
Programming capabilities, scheduling, and utilization

Center staff provided input on the following program areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aquatics
Adult Sports & Fitness
Youth Programs & Youth Sports
Ice & Event Center
Administration
Maintenance

Meetings were open and frank discussions about what is working and what isn’t working
regarding design, function, and utilization of their areas of responsibility.
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PROGRAM 1:
AQUATICS
Aquatic staff oversees all aquatic areas and pool programming. The center’s aquatic
offerings are abundant, including an indoor leisure pool with zero-depth entry,
playground structure, lazy river, 100’ water slide, two (2) 60’ lap lanes, and a stand-alone
jacuzzi. There is also an 8-lane 25-yard lap pool, an outdoor pool with a water slide and
water features that has its own separate outdoor entry gate or may be accessed from the
indoor leisure pool. The outdoor pool is open from the first of June until mid August.
A steam room and dry sauna are between the indoor lap pool and leisure pool.
In addition, there is a mechanical room to maintain the water quality and temperature,
which requires a high degree of knowledge to operate.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•
•
•

Block time programming approach has increased utilization of the lap lanes
Learn to swim programs remain popular with a waitlist
Sufficient training space/classroom next to the lap pool
Lifeguard breakroom being relocated from First Aid room to new breakroom near the
front lobby
Upgrades planned for indoor leisure pool: new play features, deck resurfacing, paint
upgrades, other enhancements (concepts shown below)
Steam room and dry sauna very popular with patrons

Rendering by OLC

Rendering by Vortex

WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
During the discussions with aquatics staff, BRS identified the following areas to not be working well regarding design and function.
Ideas and thoughts were also discussed on how to improve utilization. For future improvements; low ($), medium ($$), and high ($$$)
potential costs have been assigned to address the top concerns.
1.1 Aquatic Support Spaces
a. Extremely hot at top of pool slide
b. Insufficient storage means items are left on the pool
deck resulting in cluttered spaces
c. Training room in lap pool also cluttered due to
insufficient storage; revolving staff requires constant
training
d. Locker rooms seem chaotic, tight spaces/pinch points
1.2 Maintenance Items
a. Concern that pool deck space is not being properly
cleaned
b. Overall cleanliness of locker rooms and pool spaces
could be enhanced
c. Showerheads in locker rooms are unpredictable in
temperature
d. Batteries do not remain charged to operate handicap
accessible chair for the jacuzzi
e. Pool deck eroding from water dripping down from pool
covers
1.3 Utilization
a. Lap pool underutilized since Laramie High School
swimming pool opened
b. Programming swim lessons only in leisure pool due
to unpredictable weather with outdoor pool, and the
temperature, depth of lap pool
c. Staff perceived by customers as being heavy-handed
because they enforce safety rules
d. Customer expectations that all three pools open with
regular hours are unrealistic given staffing shortages,

which leads to ongoing frustrations
1.4 Future Improvements
a. Enhanced cleaning of locker rooms and pool deck - $
b. Add a fan at top of the water slide -$
c. Add a timer to the slide to stimulate competition and
repeated use- $
d. Add translucent covering for privacy in First Aid Room,
incorporate First Aid emblem for communicating the
purpose of space - $
e. Remove door leading from First Aid Room to Deck
Manager office to support “non-hang-out” zone and
discourage staff congregating -$
f. Remove unused bleachers along lap pool’s north wall,
create separate space to address storage, staff training
space/party room, and new maintenance office -$$$
g. Locker room expansion to alleviate pinch points -$$$
h. Replace temperature valves at showerheads to improve
temperature regulation -$$
i.
Replacement or backup battery for handicap accessible
chair -$
j.
Activate lap pool with recreational amenities, e.g. A/V
and screen for movies -$$, slackline - $, obstacle course
- $$, log roll - $
k. Repair race timing system - ($)
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Aqua-tainment example of water obstacle course.

SURVEY FINDINGS

As shown above, 70% of survey respondents indicated using the pools most frequently.

SURVEY COMMENTS
I am always greeted in a friendly manner when entering and exiting the facility ….
Perhaps the lifeguards could also greet 8-lane pool users as they enter and leave,
some do, some do not.
Get more lifeguards so indoor pools are open all day.
I have been put off by the overall strict rules of the pool area which result in an “anti-fun”
environment. Why even have a slide if it is only open for a half-hour each day?
The deck in the pool is constantly dirty…Is there a way we could have a cleaner locker
room and pool deck floors?
I like the reservation system that is now in place for the 8-lane pool.
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PROGRAM 2:
ADULT SPORTS & FITNESS
Adult Sports and Fitness staff oversees programs on the non-aquatics side of the center.
This includes managing part-time fitness instructors who program primarily in LCRC’s
three fitness studios. Traditional recreational sports leagues are offered including
adult volleyball, basketball, softball and soccer. Staff is eager to try new programming,
including a mountain bike program with skills-building classes, but is challenged
expanding programs with a capacity of one FTE.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Studio B and Revolution, the group fitness room and dedicated spinning
studio on the second level, adjacent to the gym, are good-sized
The expanded weight room is used by a wide range of ages and abilities
The variety of cardio equipment offered is a plus
Cardio equipment is centrally located with some machines
located around the track in less crowded areas
The track is utilized by older adults in the morning and offers great
views of the outdoors as well as activities in the center
Plans to make the free weight area adjacent to the
gymnasium a more family-friendly area
The bathroom and water fountain near Studio A is a plus
Multiple ways to enter/exit the track is helpful

WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
During the discussions with the adult sports & fitness staff, BRS identified the following areas to be not working well regarding design
and function. Ideas and thoughts were also discussed on how to improve utilization. For future improvements; low ($), medium ($$), and
high ($$$) potential costs have been assigned to address the top concerns.
2.1 Fitness
a. The track surface is difficult to keep clean
b. The track must be crossed at an angle to access the
stretching/free weight area
c. Confusion by patrons on the direction of track usage
d. Bathrooms requested near Revolution/Studio B
e. Studio A needs window coverings that can be raised/
lowered
f. HVAC not working properly (too hot) in the cardio area,
Studio A (being addressed)
g. Rev Room lacks visual control, cannot see into room
without interrupting class
h. Additional studio for yoga desired
i.
Storage areas (track/gym/Studio A) organization could
be improved
j.
Desire to create secure access to equipment located
in the storage area between Rev Room and Studio B, to
encourage non-program use of studio space
k. Maintenance office door left open in the free weight
area, necessitated by heat from mechanical room
l.
Cross-traffic occurs in the free weight area from patrons
accessing the water fountain
2.2 Sports
a. Gym space is at a premium between drop-in use,
programmed activities
b. Storage area off gym is sufficient but could be better
utilized
c. Cannot open garage door leading to gym storage from
the outside

2.3

Utilization
a. Fitness studios are open when class is not scheduled
but see little usage
b. Families/kids “hang-out” in free weight area during
events on the courts
c. The facility lacks amenities to engage younger kids
d. Desire to have LCRC connect with planned outdoor bike
park
e. Having unmonitored equipment out has increased use
but also increased equipment damage and inappropriate
uses
f. Specialized fitness programs require specialized
instructors, which can be difficult to find and no
substitutes exist if an instructor is ill or unable to teach
2.4 Future Improvements
a. Signage for track direction at key entry points -$
b. Caution stripes on track floor to note cross-traffic - $
c. Add window coverings in Studio A -$
d. Install window along the wall of Rev Room for visual
control - $$
e. Bouldering wall/renovation of free weight area to
support family-friendly zone -$$
f. Add counter and bar stools overlooking gym in familyfriendly activity zone - $
g. Secure enclosure in Studio B to provide access to
equipment -$$
h. Create storage mezzanine in gym storage - $
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SURVEY FINDINGS

As noted, LCRC customers overall are pleased with the variety of equipment available to use. There were many comments related
to the request for “more fitness classes” as well as referencing the hot temperature/poor airflow in the second-floor cardio area.
(Maintenance staff was in process of addressing this problem.)

SURVEY COMMENTS
More daytime fitness classes
More fitness classes after work hours 5 pm
Better airflow in fitness rooms
Never signed up for a fitness class because those I am interested in are offered only
during the day
The facility has a lot of desirable amenities, but the quality of fitness options is lacking
After-hours fitness classes for those who work all day: hydro-aerobics, yoga, bellydancing
I really appreciate the return of in-person fitness classes. Exercising on my own was just
not that much fun. I enjoy the social aspect of an exercise class with others.
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PROGRAM 3:
YOUTH PROGRAMS
Youth programs staff oversee a popular afterschool enrichment program, Adventure Kids,
which busses youth K-5 from local elementary schools to LCRC. It operates every day
school is in session from 3 pm to 5:30 p.m. Staff also provides full-day summer day camp.
In 2021, summer camp was held at the Ice & Events Center. Youth sports target younger
kids with volleyball, basketball, T-ball, soccer and flag football. Primary spaces utilized by
staff include the gymnasium and multi-purpose rooms.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•

Afterschool program operates at capacity
Youth sports fill “gaps” not offered by private clubs
Youth sports can accommodate most youth interested in joining
Summer day camp operated at capacity

WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
During the discussions with youth programs staff, BRS identified the following areas to be not working well regarding design and
function. Ideas and thoughts were also discussed on how to improve utilization. For future improvements; low ($), medium ($$), and high
($$$) potential costs have been assigned to address the top concerns.
3.1 Youth programs
a. Multi-purpose rooms are not conducive to programming
for 50 youth which is the typical demand
b. Removing/storing summer camp items to accommodate
rentals at Ice & Events is inconvenient and inefficient
c. Youth programs require a lot of storage
d. Gymnasium space is at a premium during peak times, 5-8
pm
3.2 Utilization
a. Sharing community rooms with other areas hinders the
ability to grow programs
b. Acknowledge a large number of home-school families
but unsure how to reach them
c. Must rely on staff who are students and therefore
unable to work during the day

3.3 Future Improvements
a. Youth specific multipurpose rooms - $$
b. Renovate kitchen area for youth programming - $$
c. Create auxiliary gym - $$

SURVEY COMMENTS
More programs for young kids!
There are no options for older elementary or middle school kids right after school.
Everything starts after 5, which is tough if you live outside or on the outskirts of town.
A lot of the classes for adults and children tend to be during the work hours 8-5. Not many
after 5 or weekend activities.
Seems that a lot of the sports offered are either for really young children or adults. After
about age 6 you don’t really offer much.
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS FOR MASTER PLAN
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PROGRAM 4:
ICE & EVENT CENTER ARENA
Though not part of this performance analysis, Ice & Event Center staff provides support
at LCRC. The ice rink functions and was advertised as an events venue so the struggle is
to balance rentals with other activities, such as youth summer camps.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•

Learn to skate, curling, and broomball are popular programs
Partnerships with Laramie Amateur Hockey Club and University of Wyoming
The staff handles most of its own maintenance, except for major issues

WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•

Growing popularity creates conflicts for scheduled time at the arena
Congested locker rooms must schedule extra time
between events to avoid bottlenecks
The age of the building is a concern
No kitchen, all events must be catered

PROGRAM 5:
ADMINISTRATION/FRONT DESK OPERATIONS
The administrative and front desk operations staff handle all aspects of customer service,
memberships, rentals and reservations, registration software, as well as monthly billings
and marketing. A renovation of the control desk, and administrative area, was underway
during the site visit. It is intended to alleviate congestion and enhance control.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•
•

A membership card scanner is part of the renovation to streamline entry
Turnstiles are being added to enhance facility control
Adding dedicated area near the front desk for training staff
New staff offices, meeting spaces back-of-house will enhance business function
The customer service supervisor office will have window access to the front desk

WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
During the discussions with administration staff, BRS identified the following areas
to be not working well regarding design and function. Ideas and thoughts were also
discussed on how to improve utilization. For future improvements; low ($), medium
($$), and high ($$$) potential costs have been assigned to address the top concerns.
5.1 Administration
a. Staff desire an intercom system
b. Digital signage would help with advertising
c. Website enhancements would alleviate demand on front desk staff
d. Kiosk or area to highlight programs is desired
e. Signage in the center could be simplified, too many 8.5 x 11 paper signs
5.2 Future Improvements
a. Installation of intercom system - $$
b. Digital signage at front entry - $
c. Kiosk or elevated platform for merchandising - $
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SURVEY FINDINGS

Survey responses show LCRC customer service staff to be friendly and able to help resolve issues. This was echoed throughout most
survey comments with some respondents noting areas of improvement, particularly regarding communication and front desk being
aware of activities occurring in the center.

SURVEY COMMENTS
Everyone at check-in and the front desk are excellent!
Administrative officials are great, but customer service needs to be beefed up.
I answered “neither agree nor disagree” on customer service staff accuracy and
knowledge as it 100% depends on the shift working at that moment.
Management needs to communicate better with staff about what is happening and what
are the current improvement plans.
Your front desk staff is so helpful, and they know my name!

PROGRAM 6:
MAINTENANCE
The final group of staff we visited with was Maintenance who cover the full range of the
center’s maintenance needs both inside and out. Staff oversight is through the Facilities
Maintenance Division, which is responsible for maintenance and custodial across all cityowned buildings.
The maintenance staff acknowledges they are stretched thin. A full-time Facilities
Maintenance Manager, Facilities Crew Leader and three provisional staff have offices at
LCRC.

WHAT’S WORKING WELL
•
•
•
•

Maintenance Plan in place, noting replacements for aging infrastructure
Work order system in place (noted not everyone knows how to utilize this)
Three part-time staff are assigned to LCRC for custodial/
maintenance duties, along with one FTE
New office for maintenance crew leader is part of the front lobby renovation
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WHAT’S NOT WORKING WELL
During the discussions with maintenance staff, BRS identified the following areas to be not working well regarding design and function.
Ideas and thoughts were also discussed on how to improve utilization. For future improvements; low ($), medium ($$), and high ($$$)
potential costs have been assigned to address the top concerns. NOTE: With maintenance under a separate division; the LCRC facility
manager has limited control over directing what is needed to be done.
6.1 Maintenance
a. Staff resources are limited and can be reassigned to
other facilities
b. Maintenance office undersized for staffing, and poorly
located with high visibility to the public due to need to
keep office door open to help regulate heat from the
adjacent mechanical room
c. Epoxy floors in locker room difficult to clean
d. Concrete pool decking eroding from pool covers dripping
(deck resurfacing planned)
e. RTU serving cardio area and Studio A and track is
overused
f. UV pool sanitation lamps are wedged into a corner
and very difficult to service, lighting transformers are
located over pipes and also difficult to service
g. Chemical valves are partially blocked by chemical
storage needs
h. The water temperature control mixing valve has
consistently been an issue to maintain and shower
water temperature had proven to be a customer service
concern
i.
Batteries in sinks, toilets, paper towel dispensers
require constant changing (100’s of batteries required)
j.
Exterior windows difficult to clean
k. Difficulty accessing large equipment on 2nd floor for
maintenance
l.
Ledge overlooking stairs difficult to clean
m. Kitchen flooring difficult to clean
n. The weight of volleyball nets creates risk for staff trying
to set up the equipment
o. Basketball hoops must be lowered with a hand drill
p. No workbench or area to work on equipment

6.2 Future Improvements
a. Assign staff whose sole responsibility is center janitorial
and maintenance, allocate additional hours for janitorial
needs.
b. Remove bleachers from the north wall of the lap pool,
create separate space for dedicated maintenance staff
offices and workbenches - $$$
c. New flooring in locker rooms - $$
d. Temperature control valve strategy needs to be reengineered and modified - $$
e. Install service elevator - $$$

SURVEY FINDINGS

While survey respondents indicated that facilities were clean and inviting, there were written comments requesting enhanced cleaning
protocols. Additionally, there were numerous (+/-30) comments requesting better showers and the ability to regulate the water
temperature of showers.

SURVEY COMMENTS
I am not sure your cleaning staff is always cleaning the bathrooms and locker rooms as thoroughly as they should. I am sure it’s hard but
corners and where the floor meets the walls are often looking pretty grimy.
I have in the past addressed my concerns about the amount of dust in the windows and walking track; personal clothing left for days
without being disposed of. I know it is a constant battle but the family changing rooms are heavily used and usually show it.
Cleanliness is key with me as a pool user. It is important to have the pools and changing areas clean and safe. In the women’s locker
room, the temperature of the showers needs to be more reliable.
Showers are not up to the standards of the facility. Either burning hot or chillingly cold – the automatic system ends up with no control
over the temperature of the showers! The only negative to a wonderful facility.
Temperature control in the showers would be great, and curtains that cover the full stall would be a quick fix.
The revolution bikes are clean and appealing, but something seems to be broken on them quite a bit. Maintenance, service and
replacement of bikes and exercise equipment would be much appreciated.
Please keep the cleaning efforts up.
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SECTION III
AREAS OF FOCUS

During our visit, and after discussions with staff, BRS identified administrative and
operational issues that can be viewed as areas of focus. Additionally, staff identified a
specific interest in reviewing membership strategies and requested guidance on potential
changes.
Short-term areas of focus:
•
The need to easily identify and isolate expense budget items specific to LCRC.
•
The need to collect building utilization and program participation data.
•
The need for a higher level of custodial services and managerial control over
custodial needs at LCRC.
•
The need for a higher level of control over maintenance needs.
•
The need for customized training tools and customer service enhancements.
•
The need to enhance digital engagement tools such as the web page.
Longer-term area of focus:
•
Membership analysis and strategies for membership fees and retention
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AREA OF FOCUS

ISOLATE LCRC SPECIFIC EXPENSES
In reviewing the expense budget, it was noted that staff
salaries and wages (full and part-time) historically encumbered
in the LCRC expense budget may not reflect staff currently
supporting center operations. It is not uncommon, given
reassignments or position changes, for the operating
budget to be the last to “catch up” with a shift in focus.
It is advised to review all expenses, in particular staff expenses
which account for the greatest amount, annually (or as
changes occur) and reallocate expenses to the appropriate
accounts. This will allow the management team to evaluate
direct operating expenses and identify the annual cost
recovery rate at the center. Cost recovery goals may be
higher than realized with this adjustment in expenses.
The LCRC expense budget is inclusive; however, it is cumbersome
for management to isolate select expenses for analysis.
Expense budget items should be easily separated, so that
each program area expense (e.g., Aquatics, Fitness, etc.)
can be carefully examined, allowing a clear understanding
of the cost of providing select programs and services.

AREA OF FOCUS

COLLECT BUILDING UTILIZATION &
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION DATA
The swipe entry system currently being installed will track
daily attendance, capturing peak-time visitation that will inform
participation levels, as well as custodial and staffing needs.
To go a step further, consider conducting hourly counts of
participation in specific program areas: gymnasium, track,
weight room, leisure pool, lap pool, studios, etc. This will quantify
building utilization and demonstrate how members are using
the center. It would also be an effective way of documenting
the impact of improvements as they are rolled out (e.g., leisure
pool upgrades, bouldering wall/family area near gymnasium).
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Programs requiring enrollment should continue to track – and
evaluate – participation through the registration software.
Recreation program staff can identify the percent of classes
that met their minimum required participants. Perhaps more
importantly is monitoring the average program participation versus
the maximum allowed. Increasing the number of participants
utilizing the class may become the goal, versus increasing the
number of classes. (No use adding classes if you are not filling
the ones you have.) Programs designed to reach the broadest
number of members should develop guidelines and standards to
maximize participation. Strategies include marketing support,
class satisfaction surveys, participation growth goals and
opportunities to experiment with new programming areas.

ALL DAY UTILIZATION – There is no set level of utilization considered
to be industry standard. It’s not uncommon during the middle
of the day (Off Peak) for community recreation centers to see a
lower level of use. With senior housing being developed next to
the center, LCRC has the opportunity to greatly expand its use
of many programming spaces during off-peak times by tailoring
programs to meet the needs of these new neighbors. Staff should
also continue to seek new opportunities to provide expanded
programming to other populations available during off-peak times,
such as home-schooled children and stay-at-home parents.

PEAK TIME UTILIZATION – Peak-time programming hours in
community recreation centers are usually considered to be
approximately Monday to Friday from 5:30 am to 10:00 am, Monday
to Thursday from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm, and Saturday mornings.
While there is no official industry standard, a reasonable level
of peak-time utilization for programming spaces (e.g. fitness
programs) is 70% to 80%, given this should be the time they
are in the most demand. (Note: Depending on the actual hours
of operation for different centers, peak times may differ.)
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AREA OF FOCUS

HIGHER LEVEL OF CUSTODIAL
SERVICES AND HIGHER LEVEL
OF MANAGERIAL CONTROL OVER
CUSTODIAL NEEDS AT LCRC
Maintenance and custodial needs for LCRC fall under the
responsibility of the Facilities Maintenance Division, which
handles all maintenance and custodial needs across city
facilities. They are also responsible for grounds maintenance of
the 25-acre campus. The Parks Division is charged with grounds
maintenance at other city properties, including public park sites.
Two full-time and three part-time staff are stationed at the
center. The full-time Facilities staff provide assignments
and direct crews city-wide, and they can be pulled
off to help at other city facilities when needed.

Clean, well-kept facilities create a good public image and are
vital to attracting and retaining your member base. In fact, a
2015 recreation center survey conducted by the University
of Northern Texas found that mothers evaluated the overall
cleanliness and quality of locker rooms, more than any other
factor, when determining whether to join a facility or not. As
LCRC emerges from COVID-19, cleanliness standards must be
of the highest caliber and a priority for every staff member.
The Facilities Maintenance Division hires and manages
schedules of the provisional custodial staff. It would be more
efficient if the custodial staff was hired, trained and managed
by LCRC staff who can provide a systematic approach
regarding daily custodial duties and have oversight to ensure
custodial staff is adhering to a scheduled cleaning program
checklist. This change would allow for a seamless level
of supervision over the custodial needs of the center.

During the site visit, Facilities staff noted they do not have the hours
to give LCRC the custodial attention it requires. Custodial duties are
primarily handled by the three part-time staff, who combined work
8 hours a day, or 40 hours total a week. The LCRC is currently open
93 hours per week, and pre-pandemic operated 101 hours a week.
Custodial staff does not like to clean while people are in the
center because they feel they are interrupting their use of
the facility. Instead, they generally clean before the facility
opens or after it closes. It is recommended to alter this
practice to ensure custodial staff is adhering to a scheduled
cleaning program checklist (daily/weekly/annually) for each
area of the facility. Custodial staff can also serve as the eyes
and ears of the facility and will often become aware when
something is not right and may present a potential hazard.
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AREA OF FOCUS

HIGHER LEVEL OF CONTROL OF
MAINTENANCE NEEDS FOR LCRC
The LCRC creates a unique set of maintenance practices
for Facilities Maintenance. The sheer size of the center
(69,500 sq ft), the volume of people visiting daily, and the
building’s activities generate a big demand for Facilities
Maintenance resources. Additionally, this creates issues
requiring timely and even immediate maintenance needs.
Day-to-day maintenance needs range from technical HVAC air
quality and temperature controls required with indoor aquatic
spaces, to multiple types of flooring materials cleaning and
care, locker room cleaning and attention, complicated lighting
systems, and ongoing minor maintenance needs. The task
of keeping LCRC performing as expected is larger than most
municipal buildings. To that end, a higher standard of care is
needed for LCRC to meet the expectations of members.
About half of all work orders generated across the city in a
month are from LCRC. The center average 22 per month and
approximately 264 work orders a year. These work orders
range from plumbing, electrical, lighting needs, fitness
equipment maintenance, to HVAC and elevator problems.
It is not uncommon to have a separate division within a municipal
structure responsible for all municipal building maintenance. In the
case of a facility like LCRC, however, with its unique maintenance
requirements, it’s also not uncommon to have trained maintenance
staff on-site and under the direct supervision of the facility manager.
This type of direct control is favorable in multiple ways, including:
•	A llowing for the familiarization of building systems and
components and their maintenance requirements, which in turn
creates a more efficient and timely reaction to address them.
•	A llowing for efficient prioritization of immediate,
short, and long-term maintenance needs.
•	Reducing, to some degree, the processing of work orders
between the facility and the Facility Maintenance Division.
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AREA OF FOCUS

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING TOOLS &
ENHANCED CUSTOMER SERVICE
Finding and retaining quality staff is a challenge in most businesses,
and municipal recreation centers are no different. Part-time
staff are often the face of your center, as well as the first – and
last – interaction your customers will have with the facility.
They are key to making or breaking the customer connection.
Developing an employee training program can outline
specific goals and tasks according to the position, efficiently
help onboard staff, and most importantly can align with
your short- and long-term goals for the facility.
For example, front desk staff can outline best practices for
answering the phone (i.e., write a script, have staff practice it,
and follow up to verify it is in use), greeting in-person customers,
handling upset customers, etc. Utilizing this resource and refining it
as needed, will keep the brand and messaging of LCRC consistent.
In recent years, online training has increased due to its flexibility
and accessibility. These can be prerecorded by in-house staff
or contracted through a formal employee training service.

Photo: Sampson Construction

that LCRC and the community it serves would benefit from
a dedicated facility supervisor. The size of the center, its
hours of operation and the “Swiss army knife” type services
provided (being many things to many people), creates a
significant and complex scope of work. While the Recreation
Manager performs many functions of this position, there are
aspects outside of LCRC requiring attention and oversight.
A dedicated facility supervisor would operate across
different business functions, working at both a strategic and
operational level. Far from supervising from a back office, a
good facility manager will lead by example and have some
scheduled front desk hours, while managing facility projects
and coordinating across all teams to support the facility,
understanding how it is perceived and how it performs.

It’s also important to point out that customer service extends
beyond the front desk. Every staff member encountered is either
enhancing or detracting from the user’s experience. Training
therefore must extend to all part- and full-time staff, including
fitness instructors, gym attendants, lifeguards, and custodial staff.
Related to enhancing customer service is the observation
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AREA OF FOCUS

WEBSITE ENHANCEMENT
As a customer-focused business that relies on user fees to meet cost recovery goals, website usability is very important. The
website is often the first impression you give potential customers, so ideally it supports ease of searching, registering and
paying for programs, as well as clearly shows fees, hours and services on the homepage. LCRC staff note they are currently
working on enhanced online capabilities. The importance of this feature cannot be overstated.
Today’s customers expect to be able to find and register for classes in the same manner they search and buy other items online
(simple, straightforward, 2-3 clicks). Until the website and registration software catch up, educate LCRC staff on promoting
programs and verbally selling future programmed activities. The survey indicated 45% neither agreed nor disagreed with “the
website is helpful and easy to use” and +/- 30 comments were provided regarding the lack of a user-friendly website.

SURVEY FINDINGS

SURVEY COMMENTS
It’s really difficult to navigate how to sign up for activities
The website for registration is confusing and complicated
The Laramie Rec Website is difficult for me to get around. Signing up for classes
has been confusing and frustrating; LRC staff has done it for me.
Finding the rec page is a little cumbersome…I’m able to find it but someone who
used the computer less may have difficulties.

www.cityoflaramie.org/163/Recreation-Center
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AREA OF FOCUS

MEMBERSHIP ANALYSIS
BRS compared data from LCRC against community recreation
centers of similar size and spaces, known as our BRS benchmarked
facilties, managed by municipalities and special districts from other
parts of the country. While each community’s admission fees are
developed to meet their cost recovery philosophies and goals, we
find that there is a high degree of commonality between centers.
LCRC does not distinguish between resident and non-resident
pricing in memberships or day passes. This inclusive approach
makes sense given the service area. The distinction made is being
a member or non-member based on the type of pass purchased.
Members receive access to core (drop-in) fitness classes, a
fee reduction for registered activities, access to early program
registration and discounted room and facility rentals. LCRC
memberships include annual, one-month, month-to-month, and
group/corporate memberships.
Alternatively, daily drop-in and multiple-punch passes are offered
but are not considered a membership for a fee reduction or
activities.

DAILY FEES COMPARISON LCRC TO BENCHMARKED FACILITIES

We benchmark the operational performance of 17 BRS designed
community recreation centers across 8 states, about 1.8 million sq ft.

FINDINGS
LCRC is higher for Child (21%), Youth (31%) and Senior (33%)
when compared to average resident day passes. Pricing may
be to incentivize the purchase of a membership; however, daily
passes serve to introduce potential customers to a facility as well
as satisfy the occasional user/visitor. Adjusting the pricing may
attract new potential customers, who if they find value and a quality
experience, are more likely purchase an annual membership.
Membership discounts to recreation classes should also be
evaluated. If programming offered at LCRC is desired by your
member base, and priced accordingly, there is no need for a
discount. The practice of allowing members preregistration
opportunities is a great incentive and allows them to secure their
spot in popular programs.
Similarly, most customers do not purchase a membership to receive
a discount on a birthday party or room rental and this discounted
practice should be examined. Having one price
creates fairness and streamlines the process for all.
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ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES COMPARISON LCRC TO AVERAGE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP OF BENCHMARKED FACILITIES

FINDINGS
In comparison, when looking at Annual memberships LCRC is
lower for Youth (28%) and Seniors (21%). The LCRC Household
membership includes up to six unrelated people in the same house.
In general, most facilities have a Family membership made up of four
to five related members residing in the same home. For Households
greater than six, LCRC charges only a nominal fee, which staff
note is not typically the case to have a seventh or eighth person
join. However, in other recreation centers additional (related)
members are generally added for 10% to 15% of the annual fee.
The other notable finding is regarding age categories. A Child at
LCRC is aged 3-11 versus the Youth member representing 3-18
years old in most benchmarked facilities. LCRC also has a Young
Adult category, 19-28 years old. The intent may be to capture
students as they generally have limited resources. If so a student
membership, with an age cap of 24 years, may achieve this
intent while allowing equity among working adults of any age.
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Annual household memberships are the top seller because, as
LCRC staff note, “people do the math.” It is more cost-effective
for two adults to purchase a Household membership rather
than two annual adult memberships. However, when a twoperson household pays the same amount as what an “up to six”
person household pays it leads to a perception issue: the two
adults perceive they are being overcharged. This perception
issue was confirmed by anecdotal comments received by
LCRC staff as well as supported by survey comments.

SURVEY COMMENTS
Now that our kids have moved out, it’s hard to understand why
the cost for 2 adults is the same as the cost for a household.
It is unfair to have such a huge pay discrepancy based
on age. I feel like I am subsidizing “young” adults.
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STRATEGIES FOR ADMISSIONS PRICING
As LCRC is trying to re-establish a connection with the community, the principal need is to draw customers in and daily
passes are the gateway. People come in (or back in), find value in the product, receive great customer service in a spotlessly
clean facility, they then become more likely to buy a membership. It is also suggested daily admission includes access
to any drop-in fitness class as room allows. Again, this is opening the gateway and removing a barrier to generating
interest, and it highlights a value of coming to LCRC. Satisfied daily users are more likely to become annual members.

TRY US OUT

Many recreation centers offer reduced daily rates
on Friday evenings or off-peak times to increase
utilization. This can be a marketed “try us out”
approach for new patrons.
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The table and chart illustrate the impact on revenue with current and example pricing, using daily pass sales data from 2019.

IMPACT OF EXAMPLE PRICING - DAILY PASSES
BRS provided example pricing for consideration based on
benchmarked public facilities. It is recommended that any
changes to the admission pricing schedule should be made
gradually, as enhancements to the center are made, and
current patrons of the center should be notified in advance.
By aligning age categories with common recreation center
practices, and adjusting youth and senior pricing, the
pricing structure is simplified and a nominal increase is
realized. Again, the strategy is to entice members of the
community to discover, or re-discover, the abundant health
and wellness opportunities found at LCRC, and with other
improvements being implemented, they will find value
and recommit to habits and begin attending regularly.
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EXAMPLE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP PRICING
Current
LCRC Annual
Membership

Annual
Membership
Paid in Full
Example
Pricing

Monthly
Annual
Membership
Example
Pricing

Child
(3-11)

$105

Eliminate

Eliminate

Eliminate or adjust to 5 & under
Youth would then reflect 5-17

Youth
(12-18)

$171

$225

$22

Ages 3-17

Young Adult
(19-28)

$240

Eliminate

Eliminate

Eliminate or adjust to Students
(w/ID) 18-24

Adult
(29-59)

$371

$360

$35

Ages 18-59

Adult Couple

$600

$60

Two adults residing at the same
physical address

Parent + 1 Youth

$550

$55

One adult, one youth residing at the
same physical address

$225

$22

Senior rate aligns w/youth

$400

$40

Two seniors residing at the same
physical address,
both of them age 60 or older

$700

$70

Four members, maximum of two
adults per family
> 4 members pay 10% of rate, e.g.,
$70 to join

Current LCRC
Age Cat egories

Senior
(60+)

$204

Senior Couple

Family
(Household)

$684

Annual memberships paid in full are increased only moderately,
with adjusted ages and new categories that align with shifting
family patterns. The average household size in Laramie is
2.13, indicating a trend of “empty nesters” or couples without
children. Ages 55 and older make up 20% of the population and
senior pricing (60 years and older) is adjusted to align with youth
rates. A senior couple option targets retirees and planned senior
housing. Single parent households also receive a reduced rate.
With the above example pricing, annual memberships may be paid
through monthly electronic withdraws, or paid in full for the entire
year. The cost is less if customers pay for an annual membership
in full. It is recommended all other passes (e.g., 10 or 20 punch
passes) are to be paid in full at the time of purchase. Punch passes
allow flexibility for those not wanting to commit to a membership.
Combined memberships of 2 or more people (e.g., Adult Couple,
Parent/Youth, Family) receive a 20% savings with a paid in full
membership. Individual memberships paid in full receive a 17%

E xa mp le Pric in g No t e s /
Example Age Cat egories

savings. LCRC management may adjust as needed but the intent
is to incentivize people to pay upfront for an annual pass.
LCRC may consider an Early Termination Fee outlined in the
annual membership contract. Commonly, termination fees are as
follows: $100 for family pass, $75 for any dual, $50 for individual,
$25 for youth and $25 for senior. The fee can be waived if a
medical issue does not allow participation (documented by a
physician’s note). The contract can outline requests for refunds
may be considered only in case of injury, which prevents use
of the LCRC, or moving from the area. Additionally, a customer
focused approach allows memberships paid in full that have
unused months to be transferred to another patron in same
age category. Notice of termination or transfer is generally
required 30 days prior to termination/transfer and must be
completed in person at the center. This allows the facility
supervisor an opportunity to remedy a customer service
concern or understand why the cancellation is occurring.
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20 PUNCH PASS ANALYSIS
An additional strategy includes an adjustment to the 20 Visit Multi-Pass. Generally, we find 20 punch passes are offered at
an 18/20 value. Buy 18 visits, get 2 free. The current rates for 20 punch passes offered at LCRC are giving away approximately
5 free visits.
Current Age Category with 20 Visit Punch Pass noted below. Adjusted pricing, using current daily rates, is noted.
Child $57 ($75 for 20 visits, $18 savings ~ 5 free passes)

Adjusted Pricing at 18/20 value: $67

Youth $82 ($110 for 20 visits, $28 savings, 5 free passes)

Adjusted Pricing at 18/20 value: $99

Young Adults $90 ($120/20 visits, $30 savings, 5 free passes)

Adjusted Pricing at 18/20 value: $108

Adult $99 ($130/20 visits, $31 savings, ~ 5 free passes)

Adjusted Pricing at 18/20 value: $117

Senior $94 ($125/20 visits, $31 savings, ~ 5 free passes)

Adjusted Pricing at 18/20 value: $112

STRATEGIES FOR ADDRESSING NEEDS
LCRC desires to meet the needs of all community members. The city can set aside funds to supplement any discounts for
income-qualified participants, as well as seek grants and donations. LCRC leadership is encouraged to meet with Albany
County Public Health, and State health officials, prior to launching a discount program to fully evaluate the impact as well as
potentially streamline the process.

MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Individuals and families, who qualify, can apply for discounted
memberships for punch and annual pass purchases based
on eligibility. Discounts would not apply to daily drop-in fees.
Discounts for program/class fees are available to youth and
seniors through the scholarship application. No other discounts
can be combined with the Membership Discount Program.
Assistance programs eligible for a discount include, but are not
limited to, those below:

EXAMPLE DISCOUNT PROGRAMS
50% Discount:
SNAP – Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
LIEAP – Low Income Energy Assistance Program
Medicaid
25% Discount:
WIC – Women, Infant and Children Supplemental Food Program
SSI – Social Security Supplemental Income
SSDI – Social Security Disability Income
TANF – Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
Example Guidelines: Families would be eligible for one discount
plan. All Memberships through the Discount Program are nonrefundable. Applicant must provide proof of current State or
Federal Assistance. Copies of Medicaid cards, EBT cards and
WIC cards are not acceptable proof. Wyoming Department
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of Family Services and Wyoming Department of Health are
resources for customers who believe they are eligible for an
assistance program and need verification of benefit.

SCHOLARSHIPS
LCRC has an existing scholarship program that receives
funding from generous donations. The program is primarily
utilized by youth and seniors so adopting this practice into
policy is logical. Scholarships can be structured to supplement
the Member Discount Program by addressing the need for
recreation programmed activities, not simply drop-in use of the
LCRC. As with the Membership Discount Program, eligibility
would require proof of enlistment in an approved government
assistance program.

EXAMPLE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Selected Youth applicants would be awarded a $50 program
scholarship, limited to three per year per applicant or as
determined by Recreation staff based on number of requests.
Selected Senior applicants would be awarded a $50 program
scholarship, limited to three per year per applicant or as
determined by Recreation staff based on number of requests.
Example Guidelines: Recreation staff will evaluate each
applicant on a case-by-case basis. Scholarships are dependent
upon funding and will be distributed on a first come, first serve
basis.
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ADDITIONAL MEMBERSHIP STRATEGIES

WELLNESS PROGRAM MEMBERSHIPS

There are many benefits for a company that invests in a fitness and wellness program, including decreases in absenteeism,
disability time and workers’ compensation claims, and increases in employee energy, production and morale.

CORPORATE PARTNERS

CITY EMPLOYEES

Providing corporate partners an opportunity to support their
wellness program goals by accessing the LCRC is beneficial
to the employer, the employees and the city. The organization
pays a flat fee based upon the number of employees and then
all employees and family members receive a discount off the
annual family, annual adult, and annual dual passes.

Many municipal agencies promote a culture of wellness by
offering recreation center memberships to full-time, part-time
and seasonal employees free of charge or for a nominal fee
(e.g., $5 per person, per year). The city of Laramie may consider
adding membership to the LCRC as an employee benefit and a
recruitment tool, particularly for part-time staff who usually
earn less than salaried employees. Generally, this benefit
includes drop-in use of the center and participation in drop-in
programs/classes as long as space is available. Variations
include offering discounts on personal training and room rentals
(excluding peak days/hours), as well as extending reduced rates
to immediate family members.

Example Employer Wellness Fees (what business pays
annually):
Tier 1
1-10 employees		
$200
Tier 2
11-100 employees		
$400
Tier 3
101+ employees		
$700
Example Employee Wellness Fees (what employee pays)*:
Adult Discount rate:
$30 per month
(reg $35)
Adult Couple rate: 		
$51 per month
(reg $60)
Family rate: 		
$60 per month
(reg $70)
*A nnual flat fee on monthly basis. Family and Adult Annual
Passes are eligible for 14%-15% corporate discount.

MEMBERSHIP PERKS
Annual membership perks may include providing 2 free guest passes, 50% off 1-2 Recreation Classes per year
(excluding Swim Lessons, Camps, other high demand programs) and 50% off 1 personal training session.

Promotions or special pricing incentives (e.g., 20% off membership sale) should occur
consistently, such as a Black Friday membership sale every year, to avoid being viewed as
arbitrary promotional efforts. Consistent promotions allow for consistent messaging and
transparency.
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SECTION IV

OPERATIONAL FINDINGS
In reviewing budgets over the three year period, the Recreation Center averaged a 72%
cost recovery. Management has stated their goal is to recover as much operating costs
as possible through fees and services.
Expenses will continue to increase, in particular personnel expenses, and the LCRC
management team is tasked with how to increase revenues as the facility moves past
COVID-19 closures and capacity restrictions as well as a shift in customer habits.
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Full-time and part-time staffing costs (including benefits)
comprise most of the operating expenses, averaging 67%
of the total expenses. “Other” expenses include office/
program supplies, janitorial supplies, credit card fees,
contracted services, etc. and averaged 22% of total
expenses. Utilities averaged 11% of expenses. These align
with expenses found in benchmarked facilities. [Note:
personnel expenses need further analysis to determine if the
budget allocation aligns with current staffing practices.]

It is not unusual for an older facility to max out its admissions
revenues, and while you can adjust annual pass strategies, it
is no guarantee it will increase revenues. The opportunity then
to increase revenue is through programming and rentals.

Operating data comparisons included operating costs
and revenue generation per square foot, staffing costs
per square foot and full-time staffing levels.
LCRC

Operating Cost / s.f. (2019)
Full-Time Employees (FTEs)

$26.58
5*

Benchmarked Facilities

$29.71
5 to 31 (Average 13)

Revenue Generation / s.f. (2019)
(incl mill grant)

$19.13

$24.57

Staffing Cost Per Sq Ft - 2019

$17.52

$19.58

*Reflects Recreation FTE directly supporting LCRC; does not include
Facilities FTE assigned to LCRC campus.

LCRC revenues include admissions, programs, and
other (i.e., rentals, concessions). The recreation mill
grant provides an operating revenue subsidy.
In benchmarking BRS recreation centers across
the country, we find generally admissions should
make up 70% of total revenue, with programs at 21%
and “other” being rentals/concessions at 9%.
This is a good balance. Relying too heavily on admissions
means the only way to increase revenues, to keep up with rising
expenses, is to raise fees. Without the mill grant, admissions
revenue would make up 75-77% of the center’s total revenues.
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With regards to admissions revenue, consistently
the top four passes sold 2017-2019 were
1.
Annual Household
2.
Annual Individual (includes all Age Categories)
3.
Daily Adult
4.
Individual Multi-Pass
These four pass types made up, on average, 82% of passes
sold. As potential changes to annual admission fees are
introduced, this data should continue to be closely monitored.
It would be beneficial to track annual passes by Age
Category (e.g., Annual Senior, Annual Couple, etc.) rather
than combining them into a single category to measure
the success of each membership option separately.
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To increase program revenues, LCRC may consider a more
comprehensive approach and look to expand beyond the
three traditional areas. A wide range of physical fitness
classes, as well as community and special interest classes,
should be considered to reach potential customers
not interested in traditional recreation classes.

PROGRAM REVENUES
LCRC has three primary program revenue sources: Youth
programs (Adventure Kids after school program/summer
camp), swim lessons and specialized fitness programs. Youth
programs are by far the largest revenue-generating program
and have a very targeted market. The program operates at
capacity and is unable to expand due to space limitations.

Swim lessons also operate at capacity and have consistent
waitlists. Expansion of swim lessons is constrained by staffing
limitations (both lifeguards and instructors). Swim lessons,
and other aquatic programs, are also vying for space in the
leisure pool, which must accommodate drop-in availability.
Fitness programs are gradually being expanded at LCRC and
have great growth potential, although finding part-time staff with
required fitness certifications remains a challenge. The decrease in
revenues from 2017 is the result of altering classes to be included
as a benefit to membership. Providing basic drop-in fitness classes
with a membership is a good practice for adding value. Any
specialized fitness class that requires progression of skills, or is
exclusive to advanced users, should fall outside this added benefit.

Additionally, the survey results included several suggested classes:
• Barre classes
• Aqua aerobics
• Tai Chi
• Pilates
• Would love to see some classes offered
that are designed for BEGINNERS
OTHER REVENUES
Rentals, concessions and merchandise averaged 6% of total
revenues over the three years before COVID-19. With the
new front entry, an area for expanded LCRC merchandise
and concessions may be accommodated, or perhaps a
kiosk or similar designated area for shirts and swag.
Considerations to expanding rental opportunities include:
Room Enhancements
•R
 efreshed finishes such as paint, new
flooring in the multipurpose rooms
•A
 ddition of TV for streaming movies
and facilitating presentations
Price Adjustments
• F lat fee rather than member vs non-member pricing;
usage does not appear to require differential pricing
•C
 onsider lowering the fee until room enhancements
occur or demand increases the use of the spaces
•O
 ff-peak pricing (i.e., the room rate is
reduced at times of low demand)
•P
 arty packages modified to include 60 minutes in the party
room, with table settings, and unlimited use of Center for the
remainder of the day. This approach provides perceived value
to “stay and play all day” when most children (and parents)
are ready to leave after an hour or so in the leisure pool.
• T o the extent possible, simplify and streamline the Birthday
Party form, making it a quality marketing piece, easy to
understand and complete for parents. Consider breaking
out gym parties into a separate marketing piece to appeal
to different user groups (i.e., sports themes/language).
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STRATEGIES FOR RETENTION OF MEMBERS
LCRC needs to develop strategies to retain members year after year and, as much as possible, to attract
new ones. Inevitably some patrons will not renew their memberships for various reasons. Strategies for
retaining members and attracting new ones include:

• Marketing/Communication Plan – Promoting and advertising your programs and services will be key in
continually attracting and retaining patrons. Continue to use current online tools (i.e. email, Website,
Facebook, Twitter) and explore new. Continue to provide printed marketing materials to those not in
tune with social media tools.
• Make Membership Renewal Easy – The ability to renew a membership online should be simple with
an email notifying members about the expiration date and a link to renew. If possible, set up renewals
automatically through the software system, with a member email notification in advance noting the
charge for the auto-renewal.
• Understand Your Market – Continue to evaluate the market to know what alternative providers are
doing (i.e., Private Fitness Providers, University of Wyoming’s Half Acre Center). Are they successful?
Is there room in the market to duplicate programs? Is there a niche that’s not being filled and therefore
an opportunity for new programming to attract and retain members?
• Keep It Fresh – Continually offer new classes (especially fitness) to reflect the trends in the industry.
Even changing the name of a class and tweaking the content can create renewed interest. Seek out
local community businesses to contract with on new and exciting programs (e.g., local florist offers
terrarium class, health food store teaching nutrition or herbal remedies, etc.). Trying alternative
programs may attract customers not interested in traditional recreation classes.
• K now Your Users – Go beyond the typical “satisfaction survey” and seek additional information about
specific areas of improvement. Conduct focus group meetings (work sessions) with youth, teens,
adults, and seniors on an annual basis to discuss changing interests, trends, and needs.
• Special Events – Develop special events specifically designed to promote new memberships (i.e., Open
Houses, Free Days).
• Drop-In Fitness Classes – Trends and research have shown adults prefer “drop-in” opportunities
rather than committing to a class for an extended length of time. LCRC current members have free
access to core fitness, and non-members pay $8 per class. With daily passes (non-members) being the
third revenue-generating pass option, considering making ALL core fitness classes included with daily
adult/senior passes. In today’s market, no one wants add-on fees. Encouraging daily users to attend
drop-in classes will draw them in, and if they see the value of the facility, they will be more likely to
purchase a membership.
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ADDITIONAL SURVEY FINDINGS
The online survey was emailed to everyone within the LCRC
software database. Of the 574 respondents, only 51% noted
they were current members of LCRC. When those who
indicated they were not current members were asked, Have
you had a membership in the past? over 94% answered yes.
Further queried, these respondents were asked What
caused you to let it lapse? As noted below, over half of
respondents (55%) said lack of use, cost (36%) was second.

While only half of the respondents were current members, when
asked Are you a Recreation Center user? over 82% indicated
yes.
Survey respondents were further engaged by this question:

As noted above, 48% indicated “lower pricing/user fees” would increase their use of the facility. However;
people are willing to pay for what they perceive as a good value and if they perceive they are receiving a fair
price for that value.
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SECTION V

SERVICE AREA & MARKET ANALYSIS
BRS conducted demographic research of the center’s primary service area and a market
analysis of existing alternative fitness providers.

SERVICE AREA
The primary service area for the center is the City of Laramie. The secondary service area
includes all of Albany County. Laramie is the largest city in Albany County, and the thirdlargest city in Wyoming, with a 2021 projected population of 33,000. Albany County’s
population is approximately 39,300.

City of Laramie 33,000 (2020) / 34,000 (2025)
LCRC
10-minute drive 28,150
15-minute drive 34,900
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MARKET ANALYSIS
The median age is 27.5 (U.S. = 38.3), representing a younger
population, and less disposable income (median household
income = $47,276 vs the U.S. at $62,800). This data is a reflection
of the estimated +/- 12,000 students attending the University of
Wyoming.

ESRI’s Tapestry Segmentation is a geo-demographic system that
identifies distinctive markets in the U.S. based on socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics. Tapestry segments are how
ESRI describes neighborhoods and provide a comprehensive
profile of consumers in a given region. Below outlines key points
for Laramie’s Top Tapestry Segments.

Laramie 2021 Population by Age
>14
15-19
20-24
25-54
55<

13%
10%
21%
36%
20%

A marked commonality is all are digitally
engaged. LCRC website usability and ease of
online registration, including mobile platforms,
are important to attracting these internet-savvy
consumers.

From this data, we can extrapolate that LCRC’s target market is
largely residents aged 25 years and older, which represents 56%
of the total population or roughly 18,500 residents and their young
and school-age children.
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LCRC
Alternate providers
One mile radius from LCRC
Three mile radius from LCRC

ALTERNATIVE PROVIDER ANALYSIS
Private fitness providers in Laramie offer specialized cross-fit and
ninja course style training. Generally, these specialized providers
target younger adults and, to some degree, teenagers. Planet
Fitness offers 24-hour access. The University of Wyoming offers
students and staff access to the Half Acre Wellness Center and
John Corbett pool. Half Acre is a three-floor facility with a 4-lane
pool and adjacent therapy pool, a comprehensive cardio/weight
area, multiple studios, two gymnasiums, racquetball courts, an
indoor track and an expansive climbing wall.
LCRC provides the only lap and leisure swimming opportunities
for the general public. The atmosphere of a community recreation
center tends to appeal to more families and seniors, typically not
the target market for specialized fitness providers.
Alternative Providers: Crossfit 7220, Planet Fitness, Laramie
Fitness, Crossfit Laramie, Leap Ninja Warrior Fitness, Half Acre
Wellness Center / Corbett Pool* (*limited public availability)
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OUTREACH
CUSTOMER
SERVICE

PERCEPTION

OPERATIONS

SECTION VI

FUTURE PLANNING AIMS
In addition to analysis of current facility conditions, it is important to look to the future and
articulate Laramie Community Recreation Center’s aims for future planning efforts. These
aims are meant to provide a focus for planning efforts (i.e., Park & Recreation Master
Plan, Recreation Center Renovation Feasibility Study) and identify the highest priority
goals and objectives. Together, staff and leadership have articulated four aims meant
to touch all key areas impacting the LCRC community, facility and operations. There are
three parts to each aim that must be articulated and finalized during the master planning
effort: definition, strategies and tactics.
The intent with defining aims is to bring as much specificity to each goal as possible.
Ideally, each aim definition is refined to the point that achievement can be measured.
Strategies are possible ways to work towards achieving the aim that acknowledges
available resources. And finally, tactics are specific tasks that must be completed for
each strategy.
We have identified each aim and we have established a first pass at possible strategies
for each. Future planning efforts and the leadership team will confirm these strategies
and work to develop detailed tactics for each strategy. The intent is that aims will provide
a road map of specific activities and metrics that will provide a holistic guide for LCRC
leadership and staff for the next several years.

CITY OF LARAMIE VISION
Community Excellence in the Gem City of the Plains

CITY OF LARAMIE MISSION
Building Our Community Through Respect, Integrity, Teamwork and Stewardship
Future Aims

CUSTOMER SERVICE AIM
Focus on Personal Touch Points

PERCEPTION AIM
Laramie Community Recreation Center is an active lifestyle hub for the community

OPERATIONS AIM
Align financial performance goals with community goals

OUTREACH AIM
Increase Participation
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AIM:
FOCUS ON PERSONAL TOUCHPOINTS OR CREATE
PERSONALIZED VALUE FOR EACH GUEST
One issue the center has is reengaging its member base after more than a year of
disconnection. With other providers in the market, and customer habits shifting, the
center must re-establish a strong customer service practice and look clearly and
critically at how the center is viewed by potential customers.

STRATEGIES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase efficiencies in processes and technology so staff
can spend more time engaging with guests.
Build a sense of community by seeking personal engagements around being helpful
Conduct all-staff strategy sessions on cleaning, emphasizing
importance and methods for improvement.
Staff Leader focused on mentoring the Customer Service experience

Strategy: Increase efficiencies in processes and technology so
staff can spend more time engaging with guests.

Strategy: Build a sense of community by seeking personal
engagements around being helpful

Tactic 1: Example: Develop an app to provide class/facility
information, orient guests with center

Tactic 1: Example: Greeting customer by name each time they
come in / leave

Tactic 2: Train staff on equipment to remove barriers on how to
educate customers

Tactic 2: Implement cross-marketing meetings to bring
awareness to variety of programs occuring

Tactic 3:
Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:
Tactic 4:

Strategy: Conduct all-staff strategy sessions on cleaning,
emphasizing importance and methods for improvement.

Strategy: Staff Leader focused on mentoring the Customer
Service experience

Tactic 1: Example: Establish a cleaning checklist for every area
of building w/timeframe (daily/weekly/monthly/annually)

Tactic 1: Example: Create written scripts for consistent
messaging

Tactic 2: Build an accountable feedback source to evaluate
cleaning efforts

Tactic 2: Connect veteran users and staff to new users as
mentors and teachers

Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:

Tactic 3: Develop customer service skill building sessions with
staff
Tactic 4:

PERCEPTION
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PERCEPTION AIM:
THE LARAMIE RECREATION CENTER IS VIEWED BY
THE COMMUNITY AS AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE HUB
One of the Aims of LCRC is to be viewed as a destination for all members of the community,
whether they seek health and wellness opportunities, social connections, or information about
other city services and events. As an accessible public space, the center will extend out into the
city and draw in residents and visitors promoting the benefits of an active lifestyle and serving as
a trusted city resource.

STRATEGIES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Become an information hub connected with other city departments
Articulate value of the LCRC to community
Create a welcoming environment
Tell our story regarding what LCRC has to offer

Strategy: Become an information hub connected with other city
departments
Tactic 1: Example: Promote social and city service information
from other departments, creating a synergy of information
Tactic 2:

Strategy: Articulate value of the LCRC to community
Tactic 1: Example: Host informational workshops with partnered
businesses
Tactic 2: Promote a commitment to environment and impact on
people

Tactic 3:
Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:
Tactic 4:

Strategy: Create a welcoming environment

Strategy: Tell our story regarding what LCRC has to offer

Tactic 1: Example: Establish positive self-image signs and use in
marketing material

Tactic 1: Example: Redesign webpage with mobile focus

Tactic 2:

Tactic 2: Professional photography to spport webpage and
promotional efforts

Tactic 3:
Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:
Tactic 4:

OPERATIONS
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OPERATIONS AIM:
ALIGN FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE GOALS
WITH COMMUNITY GOALS
The LCRC is nearing 20 years old and is beginning to see an increase in capital investments as the building,
mechanical systems and finishes require replacement or repair. It is not uncommon for established
recreation centers, as the market is penetrated, to see revenues from admissions topping out while
personnel expenses continue to increase. To establish priorities that align with community goals it
is incumbent on staff to understand the actual costs of each program, and program area, as well as
participation numbers for drop-in and programmed activities.

STRATEGIES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish baseline cost recovery datum with consistent income and expense accounting categories
Capital investment plan with an attitude of consistent improvement. Separate capital expenses from
operational calculations.
Expand and diversify revenue stream
Add a “Skunk-Works” position with an inventor mindset

Strategy: Establish baseline cost recovery datum with
consistent income and expense accounting categories
Tactic 1: Example: Create a cost/SF/hr baseline for each
program area and program offering

Strategy: Capital investment plan with an attitude of consistent
improvement. Separate capital expenses from operational
calculations.
Tactic 1:

Tactic 2: Confirm salary allocations proportions
Tactic 2:
Tactic 3:
Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:
Tactic 4:

Strategy: Expand and diversify revenue stream
Tactic 1: Example: Increase the program depth and breadth of
participation: serving the youngest and oldest in the community
more

Strategy: Add a “Skunk-Works” position with an inventor
mindset
Tactic 1: Example: Recruit student “test-pilots” or interns to
attend/evaluate new program ideas

Tactic 2: Seek to increase community rental opportunities
Tactic 3:

Tactic 2: Hold focus groups with different community groups to
determine interests

Tactic 4:

Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:

OUTREACH
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OUTREACH AIM:
INCREASE PARTICIPATION
LCRC will be proactive in seeking new ways to bring new and former members into the
center. From personal engagement, to effectively utilizing their customer relationship
management system software, staff can begin to discover who they are – and are not –
currently serving and start to examine the “why.”

STRATEGIES
1.
2.
3.

Discover who’s not here
Discover what are the gaps in service city-wide
Incentives that increase exposure

Strategy: Discover who’s not here

Strategy: Discover what are the gaps in service city-wide

Tactic 1: Example: Create a process where if a member has not
been to the center for awhile, staff can reach out through email
or phone call to see what is keeping them from coming.
Tactic 2:

Tactic 1: Example: Meet with social groups, seniors (coffee
chat and walking group), First Responders, city employees,
homeschoolers, etc. Learn their wants, needs, barriers to
participation.

Tactic 3:

Tactic 2:

Tactic 4:

Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:

Strategy: Incentives that increase exposure
Tactic 1: Example: Vaccine reward day pass
Tactic 2: Company day passes (Walmart, Safeway)
Tactic 3:
Tactic 4:
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CITY OF LARAMIE COUNCIL WORK SESSION

February 22, 2022

Background:
In response to reoccurring community concerns raised between 2010 – 2016, City Council determined to
streamline and revise Laramie Municipal Code (LMC) §-10.36.150-200 & 10.36.330 regulating the
parking of oversize trucks, trailers, and recreational vehicles on City streets. At a work session in
November 2021, City Council requested to review the modified sections of LMC in light of concerns
raised by residents during Summer2021 concerning the parking of oversize trucks & RVs in areas that
restrict visibility at intersections.
Municipal regulation of recreational vehicle (RV) parking on streets ranges from outright banning to citywide allowance. Laramie falls in the middle of this spectrum with RVs allowed to be parked only
adjacent to the RV owner’s owner-occupied property. Further, it is not uncommon for municipalities to
require RVs and oversize trucks to be parked a specified distance from an intersection.
At this second, follow-up work session ,Staff are prepared to suggest the potential incorporation of a new
code requirement that would improve visibility at intersections through minor parking restrictions.
CURRENT Laramie Municipal Code §10.36.150 - Parking oversize trucks—Prohibited.
No truck, trailer, semitrailer, or commercial vehicle shall be parked on any street, avenue, boulevard,
or alley in any residential district of the city unless such vehicles are actively loading or unloading
cargo may be parked on the streets, avenues, boulevards or alleys long enough to complete their
loading or unloading; and provided further, that such restrictions shall not apply to any truck in use
on any repair, maintenance, or construction project in progress on any such street, avenue, boulevard
or alley, nor shall it apply when I-80 is closed. Unless written permission is given by the city manager
or designee, no semi-truck trailer can be parked on any street, avenue, boulevard or alley in any
district of the city while said semi-truck trailer is disconnected from the tractor; nor shall any truck,
trailer, semi-trailer, or other commercial vehicle be parked on any street, avenue, boulevard or alley in
any district of the city between the hours of ten p.m. and six a.m. "Truck" and "commercial vehicle"
as designated in this section shall not include vehicles rated one ton or less. (Prior code § 23-29
(part); Ord. No. 1717 , § 2, 9-6-2016)
10.36.160 - 10.36.200- Reserved.
Editor's note— Ord. No. 1717 , § 3, adopted Sept. 6, 2016, repealed former § 10.36.160 which pertained to parking oversize
trucks—authority to extend limitation, and derived from prior code § 23-29.
Editor's note— Ord. No. 1717 , § 3, adopted Sept. 6, 2016, repealed former § 10.36.170 which pertained to parking on highways for
sales or storage—prohibited, and derived from prior code § 23-30.
Editor's note— Ord. No. 1717 , § 3, adopted Sept. 6, 2016, repealed former § 10.36.180 which pertained to vision safety parking
zones—establishment, and derived from prior code § 23-30.1(a); Ord. No. 542, § 6, adopted in 1978; and Ord. No. 680, § 6,
adopted in 1981.
Editor's note— Ord. No. 1717 , § 3, adopted Sept. 6, 2016, repealed former § 10.36.190 which pertained to vision safety parking
zones—restricted vehicles, and derived from prior code § 23-30.1(b); Ord. No. 542, § 6, adopted in 1978; and Ord. No. 680, § 6,
adopted in 1981.
Editor's note— Ord. No. 1717 , § 3, adopted Sept. 6, 2016, repealed former § 10.36.200 which pertained to vision safety parking
zones—erection of signs, and derived from prior code § 23-30.1(c); Ord. No. 542, § 6, adopted in 1978; and Ord. No. 680, § 6,
adopted in 1981.
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10.36.330 - Recreational vehicle, trailer—Parking permitted in certain places.
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In addition to the limitations specified in this chapter, recreational vehicles and trailers may be parked in the
street only if the area in which any such vehicle is parked is immediately and entirely adjacent to real property
which is owned and occupied by the owner of the recreational vehicle or trailer. No more than one recreational
vehicle or trailer may be parked in the street per residential property owner. ( Ord. No. 1717 , § 1, 9-6-2016)

Legal/Statutory Authority:
LMC Title 10 Chapter 36 – Stopping, Standing & Parking
Responsible Staff:
City Manager, Public Works, Police
City Attorney’s Office
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DRAFT AGENDA ITEMS
March 1, 2022
1. AGENDA
2. Pledge of Allegiance
3. Roll Call
4. Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items
5. Consideration of Changes in Agenda and Setting the Agenda
6. PROCLAMATIONS/PUBLIC HEARINGS/NOTIFICATIONS
6.A. PROCLAMATIONS & PRESENTATIONS
6.A.i. PRESENTATION: Wyoming Community Gas Distribution Checks to Laramie
Interfaith, Laramie Downtown Clinic, and Laramie Soup Kitchen
6.B. PUBLIC HEARING
6.C. ANNOUNCEMENTS
7. Disclosures by City Council Members
8. Approval of Consent Agenda
9. CONSENT AGENDA
9.A. MINUTES: City Council Meetings. [Bartholomew, CC]
9.B. CEMETERY DEEDS: Cemetery Deeds for February 16-28, 2022. [Feezer, ACM]
9.C. VOUCHERS: February 2022 [Wade, ASD]
9.D.AGREEMENT AMENDMENT: Consideration of Amendment No. 2 to the Facilities
Use Agreement between the City of Laramie and the Laramie County Community
College. ($25,000.00 Revenue Estimated) [Guerin, Recreation/Feezer, ACM]
9.E.RESOLUTION: Resolution 2022-17, Appointing Two Members to the
Downtown Development Authority [Bartholomew, CC]
9.F. SCHEDULE MEETINGS:
9.F.i.
10. REGULAR AGENDA
11. Consideration of bid award, construction contract and budget amendment for
the Laramie City Hall MAU 1 & 2 Design/Build Replacement Project to
Climate Control, LLC. of Cheyenne, Wyoming. ($344,273) [Stevenson,
Facilities/Feezer, ACM]
12. Grant Agreement for Laramie Regional Airport Board [Bartholomew, CC; Amy Terrell,
Laramie Regional Airport Director]
13. Work Session: Ward Boundaries [Bartholomew, CC]
14. Public Comments on Non-Agenda Items.
15. Consideration of future Council Work Session topics.
16. Adjourn

